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BBook trailer for S. on YouTube: https://youtu.be/kiJJ02RBEac

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SLZNAQbB4PM






MIT, reading, and puzzles

Examples from Libraries’ Puzzle Ad 
Campaign, 2008-2009

Mystery Hunt, 2011
Photo:  David M. Templeton, The Tech

http://tech.mit.edu/V130/N63/graphics/hunt.html



The reader’s perspective

https://whoisstraka.wordpress.com

http://sfiles22.blogspot.com/



The selector’s perspective

Ferdinand du Puigaudeau. Wikimedia. Public domain-US



The preservation perspective







The Ship docks in 
Wunsch Conservation Lab



A young woman picks up a book left 
behind by a stranger. Inside it are 
his margin notes, which reveal a 
reader entranced by the story and 
by its mysterious author. She 
responds with notes of her own, 
leaving the book for the stranger, 
and so begins an unlikely 
conversation that plunges them 
both into the unknown...





The collections perspective



Model of a 15th-c. archival notebook (sewn as a blank book and later written in) with inserted letters around text block. Inserts exists today 
because the record group was minimally processed. Evidence engages critical thinking about user experience. 

Modeled after original housed in the Vatican Secret Archives, Fondo Veneto, Sezione II, Container 421. Created by J. Dambrogio. 2000. 





"Sistine Chapel Daniel beforandafter" by Michelangelo - Webgallery of art, Bartz and Konig. Licensed under Public Domain via Commons



A paradox:

Ship of 
Theseus 

Carneades.org https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kVAHXiKjgRo

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kVAHXiKjgRo


The Experiment



The Ship arrives at cataloging



Time passes...

By Wyatt915 (Own work) [Public domain], Wikimedia Commons





Public library copy



Impact
● Rethinking policy 

○ acquisitions procedures

○ conservation treatment

○ archives processing

○ general collections preservation

● Underscores the value of discussion and collaboration 
across library departments & roles

● Role of libraries in influencing readers’ experiences



Discussion and Q&A
● Are libraries obligated to support the reader’s 

experience? 

● Is circulation necessary to produce the appropriate 
reading experience? Can patrons have an immersive 
experience in a monitored reading room?

● Providing an immersive experience requires all of the 
pieces...how do libraries ensure that the pieces stay 
with the item? What does your library do?
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